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Highlights 

 A Toolbox to integrate preprocessing of physiological data and fMRI noise modeling 

 Robust preprocessing via iterative peak detection, shown for noisy data and patients 

 Flexible support of peripheral data formats and noise models (RETROICOR, RVHRCOR) 

 Fully automated noise correction and performance assessment for group studies 

 Integration in fMRI pre-processing pipelines as SPM Toolbox (Batch Editor GUI) 
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ABSTRACT 

Background 

Physiological noise is one of the major confounds for fMRI. A common class of correction methods model 

noise from peripheral measures, such as ECGs or pneumatic belts. However, physiological noise correction 

has not emerged as a standard preprocessing step for fMRI data yet due to: (1) the varying data quality 

of physiological recordings, (2) non-standardized peripheral data formats and (3) the lack of full 

automatization of processing and modeling physiology, required for large-cohort studies. 

New Methods 

We introduce the PhysIO Toolbox for preprocessing of physiological recordings and model-based noise 

correction. It implements a variety of noise models, such as RETROICOR, respiratory volume per time and 

heart rate variability responses (RVT/HRV). The toolbox covers all intermediate steps – from flexible read-

in of data formats to GLM regressor/contrast creation – without any manual intervention. 

Results 

We demonstrate the workflow of the toolbox and its functionality for datasets from different vendors, 

recording devices, field strengths and subject populations. Automatization of physiological noise 

correction and performance evaluation are reported in a group study (N=35). 

Comparison with Existing Methods 

The PhysIO Toolbox reproduces physiological noise patterns and correction efficacy of previously 

implemented noise models. It increases modeling robustness by outperforming vendor-provided peak 

detection methods for physiological cycles. Finally, the toolbox offers an integrated framework with full 

automatization, including performance monitoring, and flexibility with respect to the input data.  

Conclusions 

Through its platform-independent Matlab implementation, open-source distribution, and modular 

structure, the PhysIO Toolbox renders physiological noise correction an accessible preprocessing step for 

fMRI data. 

 

Keywords 

physiological noise correction; fMRI; RETROICOR; RVHRCOR; heart rate; respiratory volume; SPM toolbox; 

fMRI preprocessing 
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1. INTRODUCTION   

Physiological noise is a major confound for functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), as it perturbs 

blood-oxygen level dependent contrast (BOLD) by fluctuations of non-neuronal origin (Hutton et al., 2011; 

Krüger and Glover, 2001; Triantafyllou et al., 2005). The resulting extra variance in the data reduces 

statistical sensitivity, leading to false negative results. False positives may arise as well, if physiological 

fluctuations correlate with task components. On top, resting state fMRI analyses suffer from spatial 

correlations of physiological noise, which create spurious accounts of functional connectivity (Birn, 2012). 

The two primary sources of physiological noise are the cardiac and respiratory cycle, which induce signal 

changes in fMRI time series via the following mechanisms, among others (see (Murphy et al., 2013) for a 

comprehensive overview). With regard to the cardiac cycle, the blood volume increases in the brain during 

systole, following the arterial pulse wave and subsequent vessel dilation. This, in turn, leads to 

displacement and pulsatile flow of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from the ventricles through the aqueduct 

into the spinal canal (Soellinger, 2008). Likewise, during diastole, blood volume and vessel diameter 

decrease, while CSF flow is reversed from the spinal tract into the ventricle voids. Moreover, heart-rate 

variability and blood pressure changes alter blood oxygen level, and thus local T2
* values (Chang et al., 

2009).  

The respiratory cycle, on the other hand, induces signal fluctuations in two ways: Firstly, changes in 

respiratory volume per time alter the concentration of blood CO2 , which is a vasodilator (Birn et al., 2006). 

Secondly, the bulk motion of magnetized material in the chest induces background magnetic field changes 

by up to a few Hz between inhalation and exhalation, leading to sub-voxel shifts in echo-planar image 

encoding (Windischberger et al., 2002). 

Interactions of cardiac and respiratory cycle induce further physiological fluctuations, e.g. through the 

respiratory sinus arrhythmia, i.e. the increased heart rate during inhalation compared to exhalation 

(Hirsch and Bishop, 1981). 

Given these clear mechanisms stemming from only two sources, correction techniques for physiological 

noise have focused on identifying and removing the characteristics of cardiac and respiratory cycles from 

fMRI data. Consequently, two distinct approaches have emerged, relying either on intrinsic noise-like 

properties of the fMRI data (“data-driven”), or on independent external measures of physiology and 

specific models of their influence on BOLD signals (“model-based”). 

Concerning data-driven methods, simple temporal filtering of fundamental physiological frequencies is 

often impossible in fMRI, due to the long repetition time leading to under-sampling and aliasing of 

physiological signals (but see, for example, (Zahneisen et al., 2014) for fast acquisition techniques and 

(Tong and Frederick, 2014) for an application to questions regarding physiological noise). However, noise 

component classification has been demonstrated using principal and independent component analysis, 

as well as canonical (auto)correlation analysis (PCA, ICA, CCA). Herein, classifying an identified component 
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as “noise” remains the key challenge, and often requires manual intervention by the operator (e.g. in FSL 

MELODIC). Automated methods often rely on spatio-temporal priors for the noise, stemming from the 

aforementioned mechanisms of physiological noise generation. These priors incorporate the temporal 

dynamics of physiological fluctuations, e.g. heart and breathing rate (spatial ICA, (Thomas et al., 2002)), 

or their spatial location, e.g. proximity to vessels or ventricles (CORSICA, (Perlbarg et al., 2007), masked 

ICA (Beissner et al., 2014), CompCor (Behzadi et al., 2007)), or both, (PHYCAA+, Churchill and Strother, 

2013). Recently, dictionary-based techniques have gained some attention, alleviating the need for 

individual subjective component classification through group priors on components (FIX, Salimi-Khorshidi 

et al., 2014). For studies with multiple runs, instead of noise classification, test-retest reliability of the 

signal of interest can be employed via cross-validation (Churchill et al., 2012; Kay et al., 2013). 

Model-based physiological noise correction, on the other hand, aims at modeling the different mediating 

mechanisms of voxel-wise fluctuations directly from peripheral recordings of the cardiac and respiratory 

cycle, using electrocardiograms or photoplethysmographic units (PPU) and breathing belt measurements, 

respectively. In particular, the periodic effects of pulsatile motion and field fluctuations can be modelled 

via a Fourier expansion of physiological phases (RETROICOR, (Glover et al., 2000; Josephs et al., 1997)). 

End-tidal CO2 changes and heart-rate dependent blood oxygenation are better approximated by 

respiratory and cardiac response functions to respiratory volume per time and heart rate variability, 

respectively (Birn et al., 2008, 2006; Chang et al., 2009; Chang and Glover, 2009). Also, more complex non-

linear models from peripheral data exist, such as Bayesian state space models of BOLD and physiological 

noise (Särkkä et al., 2012). In principle, model-based approaches are capable of a mechanistic and 

comprehensive physiological noise correction, and promising benefits have been reported, e.g. de-noising 

high-field or brainstem fMRI data by up to 50% (Brooks et al., 2013; Hutton et al., 2011), as well as 

removing spurious connectivity in resting-state data (Birn, 2012). 

Given the well-established impact of physiological noise on the sensitivity of fMRI analyses, it is somewhat 

surprising that, to date, only a relatively small fraction of cognitive neuroimaging studies have reported 

use of physiological noise correction, in particular for task-based fMRI. This is particularly remarkable, 

given that several freely available implementations of noise correction procedures exist (e.g. to name but 

a few, AFNI 3DRETROICOR, FSL Physiological Noise Modeling (PNM, Brooks et al., 2008), PhLEM 

(Verstynen and Deshpande, 2011)). One possible reason is that the available implementations require 

some degree of intervention by the user (such as manual selection of components, see above), thus 

aggravating the use of automatic analysis pipelines and impeding the analyses of large datasets. 

Concerning model-based approaches, a wider adoption of these methods has been hampered by a lack 

of automatization with regard to employing the necessary peripheral physiological recordings. Three 

factors contribute to this situation: 

(1) Physiological log-files come in many vendor- and device-dependent custom data formats, 

which are not interfaced by common noise correction packages. 
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(2) Peripheral physiological recordings exhibit varying data quality, especially at high fields (e.g. 

due to the magnetohydrodynamic effect, which compromises electro-cardiogram (ECG) 

signals) or in non-compliant subject populations (e.g. motion sensitivity of limb-mounted 

PPUs), which requires careful scrutiny and preprocessing of the peripheral time series. 

(3) Performance evaluation and, thus, quality assurance of the applied correction is not routinely 

enabled by existing noise modeling approaches, although presented in the accompanying 

methodological papers, e.g. via standardized reports of additionally explained variance 

(Brooks et al., 2008; Harvey et al., 2008; Hutton et al., 2011). This assessment, however, is 

crucial in practice for detecting errors in pipeline-based analyses of larger subject cohorts. 

As a consequence, to facilitate the introduction of model-based physiological noise correction to standard 

fMRI data processing pipelines, an implementation has to fulfill the following specifications, such that 

manual user interactions and individual programming efforts are minimized: 

(1) Flexibility with respect to read-in of various vendor-specific and custom data formats,  

(2) Robustness, i.e. reliable preprocessing even of low-quality data, and 

(3) Model assessment, i.e. validation of correction efficacy in individual subjects. 

In this article, we describe the methodology and implementation of a toolbox that was developed to 

address these desiderata and support the automatization of model-based physiological noise correction 

for large group studies. This toolbox called “PhysIO” is distributed under the GNU Public License (GPL 3.0), 

and is freely available as part of the open source TAPAS software suite 

(www.translationalneuromodeling.org/tapas). In short, the toolbox transforms physiological input, i.e. 

peripheral recordings, into physiological output, i.e. regressors encoding components of physiological 

noise, hence the name PhysIO. A modular Matlab implementation supports command-line operation and 

is compatible with all major fMRI analysis packages via the export of regressor text-files. For the Statistical 

Parametric Mapping (SPM) software package (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) in particular, PhysIO features a 

full integration as a Batch Editor Tool, which allows user-friendly, GUI-based setup and inclusion into 

existing preprocessing and modeling pipelines. 

This paper introduces the modules of the toolbox and typical usage examples, demonstrating flexibility, 

robustness and quantitative assessment of noise correction for datasets of various origin and quality. 

These examples serve to illustrate the degree of accomplished automatization of model-based 

physiological noise correction and are also available for download. 
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2. METHODS   

2.1. Overview 

This section introduces the modules of the PhysIO Toolbox and its general workflow, as depicted in Fig. 1. 

Briefly, the peripheral physiological recordings are read in, synchronized to the fMRI acquisition, 

preprocessed to retrieve meaningful physiological measures (such as cardiac phase), and finally modelled 

as nuisance regressors. Noise correction is then performed by entering these regressors into a general 

linear model (GLM) of fMRI data and can be assessed by the performance evaluation tools of PhysIO 

(Fig. 1A). Custom regressors (e.g., for spike censoring) can be flexibly derived and added. 

This structure is parallelled by the GUI interface of the toolbox within the SPM Batch Editor, which allows 

for full integration into existing fMRI preprocessing and modeling pipelines (Fig 1B). Note, however, that 

PhysIO also works as a standalone Matlab toolbox. Each module offers multiple processing options, which 

are described in the following sections (see also Fig. 2). For concrete settings and parameter names in the 

modules, see the supplementary material. 

 

2.2. Example Datasets 

To show the flexibility and robustness of the toolbox, we demonstrate its application to four datasets 

(three single subjects, one group dataset) from previously conducted studies. These data were acquired 

with scanners from different vendors, at different magnetic field strengths and using various peripheral 

devices. More detail on scan parameters and the image preprocessing of each dataset is provided in 

Table 1.  

(1) Siemens 3T (ECG) 

ECG data were recorded as part of an fMRI study on a Siemens Trio 3 Tesla MRI scanner (Garbusow 

et al., 2015). A 4-electrode ECG recorded the cardiac cycle during the fMRI sessions. 

(2) Philips 7T (ECG + Breathing Belt) 

ECG and respiratory data were acquired during fMRI using a Philips Achieva 7T system, equipped with 

a 16-channel head coil. 4-electrode ECG and a pneumatic belt were employed for physiological 

monitoring. 

(3) General Electric (GE) 3T (PPU+Breathing Belt, Children) 

Cardiac pulse and respiration data were collected on a 3.0 T GE HD.xt whole-body MRI scanner using 

an 8-channel head coil (Bollmann, 2014), in the context of an attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder 

(ADHD) study, from a child of the control group. PPU and pneumatic belt were employed for 

physiological monitoring during the fMRI sessions. 
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(4) Philips 3T (ECG + Breathing Belt):  

35 healthy male volunteers participated in a social learning study (Diaconescu et al., 2015, 2014). Data 

was acquired on a Philips Achieva 3T system equipped with an 8-channel head coil. 4-electrode ECG 

and a pneumatic belt were employed for physiological monitoring. 

From the three single-subject datasets, we utilize the peripheral physiological recordings and fMRI data 

of one session, to show compatibility of the toolbox with different vendors (Fig. 8). Datasets (2) and (3) 

further illustrate robustness against poor data quality at ultra-high magnetic field (Fig. 3,7) or in a motion-

prone subject population (Fig. 4,5). 

The fourth dataset serves as our standard example throughout the Modeling section (Fig. 6, see Software 

Note for accompanying code to reproduce the figure insets). fMRI data from the entire group study (N=35) 

will be presented in the Results section to demonstrate the automatization capabilities of the toolbox 

(Fig. 9). 

 

2.3. Flexible Read-in 

The PhysIO toolbox supports the read-in of logfiles from various peripheral devices (Fig. 2A), including 

ECG, pneumatic belts and photoplethysmographic units (PPU). It offers tested interfaces with the 

physiological file formats of 3 MR scanner vendors (General Electric, Philips, Siemens releases VB and VD, 

i.e. the new “tics” time stamp format), as well as the read-in of custom log-files. For the latter, ASCII files 

with one amplitude sample per line have to be specified. The toolbox accepts different sampling rates for 

each peripheral recording. 

2.4. Scan Timing Synchronization 

This module aligns the time series of physiological data to the fMRI volume time series, which typically 

differ in their sampling rates. Thereby, temporal shifts are avoided that would bias noise modeling later 

on. Synchronization can be performed using different inputs, such as fMRI scan-timing files (e.g. Siemens 

DICOM-header or separate volume/slice acquisition trigger tics file), gradient logging (Philips), or simply 

derived from nominal fMRI scan parameters and manual recording offsets (Fig. 2B). Details on 

determining thresholding for gradient logging are provided in the toolbox manual (see also Fig. S1). 

2.5. Preprocessing of Physiological Data  

2.5.1. Signal Features and Noise Sources 

This most critical part of the toolbox recovers physiological measures (cardiac/respiratory phase, heart 

rate, respiration volume per time) from noisy peripheral recordings (Fig. 2C). Herein, the periodic nature 
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of cardiac and respiratory data is captured by extracting phase time courses. For the respiratory signal, 

amplitude changes are computed as well. 

In practice, both physiological readouts are often compromised by setup imperfections and challenging 

subject populations. Cardiac recordings mostly exhibit increased noise levels. For voltage-based signals, 

such as electrocardiograms (ECG), distortions stem from magnetic field gradient changes and, at high field, 

the magnetohydrodynamic effect (Krug and Rose, 2011; Tenforde, 2005). For PPUs, mounted on 

extremities, excessive subject movement introduces noise to the recordings. Respiratory measurements, 

on the other hand, are compromised through complete temporary signal losses, if pneumatic devices get 

detached from the subject (zero signal), or are strapped too tightly (signal clipping). Again, subject 

movement increases readout noise here. 

Phase data can in principle be recovered from noisy data via robust peak detection algorithms, identifying 

repetitive features of the data (e.g., R-peak occurrence in ECG waves). However, long intervals of signal 

loss prevent the use of amplitude data for physiological noise modeling. The objective of the 

preprocessing module is therefore two-fold: First, to recover signal features from noisy data, where 

possible, via a dedicated peak detection algorithm incorporating physiological assumptions. Second, to 

detect and discard data snippets which are compromised for noise modeling via diagnostic plots of the 

physiological signal statistics. This prevents overfitting of noise early on and retains degrees of freedom, 

i.e. sensitivity, for modeling effects of interest. 

2.5.2. Assessment of Recording Quality and Recovery 

The toolbox offers a standardized procedure for assessing the data quality of peripheral recordings and 

their recovery. This procedure is represented by a decision tree which selects the best preprocessing 

strategy for cardiac data (Fig. 3A): First, vendor-determined trigger signals might be stored in the 

physiological logfile alongside the cardiac time course, which can be read in by the toolbox (option 

load_from_logfile). 

However, vendor-provided peak detection may be incomplete, in particular for noisy peripheral 

recordings. The vendor algorithms are typically designed to allow real-time triggering of MRI acquisitions. 

Thus, they are necessarily prospective, deciding on the next peak occurrence relying on the past time 

series only.  

Incomplete peak detection is reflected in a diagnostic plot of the toolbox depicting the time series of heart 

cycle durations. Unphysiologically short or long heart cycles as well as rapid heart rate changes, are 

detected by the toolbox, and issue a warning to resort to retrospective peak detection (Fig. 3A). The first 

– and usually sufficient – stage is an initial peak detection algorithm using data-driven pattern-matching 

for individual physiological cycles (option auto_matched), which is explained later in this section 

(Fig. 4). Briefly, this algorithm can perform better than prospective detection methods, as it uses 

knowledge of the whole time series, i.e. past and future of a physiological cycle, to detect its onset. As 

can be seen from the example diagnostic plot in Fig. 3A, the algorithm typically identifies all heartbeat 
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onsets reliably, leaving no outliers in the heartbeat duration time course. In rare cases of remaining 

outliers, an additional stage of manual peak selection is offered for the affected time windows (option 

posthoc_cpulse_select = ‘manual’), and user choices are saved for later re-use (option 

posthoc_cpulse_select = ‘load’). Finally, if user scrutiny cannot detect cardiac cycles in a 

significant part of the physiological time series, data from this time window can be flagged and discarded. 

For breathing data, the range of preprocessing options is limited, given that the typical problem is not 

noise, but complete signal loss, for which data dismissal is the only possible consequence. Nevertheless, 

the diagnostic plots of the toolbox are still valuable to detect such situations (Fig. 3B). A histogram of the 

breathing amplitude typically shows a maximum for intermediate amplitudes, with a heavy tail towards 

high amplitudes, reflecting occasional deep breaths (Fig. 3B, left). If a breathing belt detaches temporarily 

from the subject, a flat signal is recorded, typically reflected by sharp peaks in the histogram at zero or 

minimum amplitude (Fig. 3B, middle). Similarly, fixing pneumatic belts too tightly might result in 

amplitude clipping, i.e., full inhalation exceeding the maximum amplitude of the device’s dynamic range. 

Again, a strong histogram peak at a single value, typically the amplitude maximum, is the consequence. 

In case of such unreliable physiological data with long periods of constant signal amplitudes (either due 

to clipping or detachment), the toolbox will indicate the unreliable time segments of the recording and 

offers the option to split the subsequent nuisance regressors into a trustworthy and unreliable part (see 

section 2.6.3). 

2.5.3. Physiological Peak Detection Algorithm 

The core preprocessing step for the physiological data is the detection of periodic peaks both in cardiac 

data (for phase and heart rate) and respiratory data (for respiratory volume estimation, see below and 

(Birn et al., 2006)). In the PhysIO Toolbox, care has been taken to design the algorithm for specific features 

of peripheral data, while keeping it general enough to work robustly for different scan environments, 

subject populations and recording devices. 

Concretely, with respect to the physiological signal, we assume that  

1. both cardiac and respiratory data are near-periodic, and  

2. changes in heart or breathing rate happen slowly over several cycles.  

3. Physiological lower and upper bounds on these rates are expected.  

4. No specific shape is assumed for the recurring time course within a physiological cycle (such as an 

ECG-QRS-wave).  

5. Still, we do require some form of prominent peak and that the recurring peak shape remains 

similar over the whole recording duration.  

With respect to the noise encountered in the recordings, we expect that  

6. there are extended phases of sufficiently low noise, from which a template of the regular 

physiological cycle can be extracted.  
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7. Intervals of higher noise amplitudes are temporary, only lasting a few cycles (or seconds), e.g., 

due to sudden subject movement. 

8. Finally, we assume noise amplitudes to increase during a recording session, i.e., the recording 

quality to be better at the beginning of the recording than at the end, reflecting, e.g., electrode 

or belt detachment and declining subject compliance over time. 

Based on conditions (1)-(8), the following template-matching algorithm was developed and validated. 

Violations of the periodicity assumption, e.g. by voluntary changes in breathing amplitude and rhythm, 

can result in failure of the peak detection, which will issue a warning in case of unphysiological rates and 

rate changes (conditions 2 and 3). If such behavior is expected, a less general and more specific algorithm 

has to be employed, for example, relying on calibration of the expected breathing patterns. 

 

A graphical overview of the template-matching algorithm is provided in Figure 4; for technical details, 

please see the function tapas_physio_get_cardiac_pulses_auto_matched. 

From an initial "first pass" peak detection using a minimum peak height (e.g., 40 percent of the normalized 

amplitude) and a minimum distance of consecutive peaks (e.g., corresponding to 90 beats per minute), 

an average heart/breathing rate is estimated (relying on cond. (3) and (5)). This average rate is used in a 

"second pass", refined peak detection, where the minimum distance of consecutive peaks is constrained 

to be 80 percent of the average cycle length (Fig. 4, top, relying on cond. (1)-(3)). These settings are reliable 

defaults in the toolbox which can be adjusted if necessary. A template time course of one physiological 

cycle is created by averaging all identified cycles, separated by the detected peaks, and cleaned up by 

removing outliers deviating more than 5 percent from the average template (correlation coefficient < 

0.95, relying on condition (4)-(6)). Using maximum correlation to the template, the most representative 

physiological cycle is determined within the first 20 peaks (relying on cond. (8)). Its peak can be 

determined most precisely, i.e., with only small phase offset, and serves as an ideal starting point for the 

iterative peak detection. Therein, a local search propagates backwards to detect all cycles up to the 

beginning of the recording, i.e., estimate the start phase of the first cycle. In every iteration, the onset of 

the respective previous cycle is determined by using a Gaussian prior for the peak distance, with the 

average cycle length (from the first pass peak detection) as its mean and the scaled average cycle length 

as its standard deviation (relying on cond. (1) and (2)). This prior weights the correlation coefficients of 

the cycle template with the neighbourhood of every candidate peak (Fig. 4, center, relying on cond. (4) 

and (5)). 

After determining the start of the physiological recording in this way, the iterative local search algorithm 

continues forwards, again iteratively detecting the next cycle via maximum correlation to the determined 

template and prior information on the current physiological cycle length (Fig. 4, bottom, respecting cond. 

(5) and (7)). Herein, the average cycle length informing the prior is updated considering only the last 20 

cycles, accounting, for example, for a variable heart rate or breathing pattern (respecting cond. (2)). The 
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shape of the template is not updated, assuming deteriorating data quality with increasing recording 

duration (respecting cond. (8)). 

The performance of the iterative local search algorithm was tested in a 190s artifact-free 3T ECG dataset 

where every peak was detected accurately by the simple first pass peak detection. This detection was 

used as a ground truth, to which two realistic noise patterns were added, each with different noise levels 

(3 and 6 percent, i.i.d. Gaussian). One pattern resembled periods of sudden motion (8s ± 2s) with an 

intermittent increased noise amplitude, while the other mimicked the slow detachment of the recording 

device, inducing a slow linear drift towards higher noise amplitudes. Performance values of the first and 

second pass peak detection and the iterative local search algorithm were compared based on detection 

accuracy and the root mean squared detection time error in relation to the average peak distance (Table 

2). The simulations show that the template-matching algorithm, contrary to simple first/second pass peak 

detection, is indeed capable of recovering the vast majority of cardiac peaks also for both noise patterns 

and levels, which is reflected in a high accuracy (96.7-100%) and small onset errors (RMS 1.7-4.4% of 

average heartbeat interval). The test data and peak detection results of the algorithms are illustrated in 

Figure 5. In particular for cases of higher noise amplitude (Fig. 5C,E), the accuracy of the template-based 

algorithm outperforms simple peak detection by more than 10 percentage points. 

2.5.4. Physiological Measures: Cardiac/Respiratory Phase, Heart Rate, and 

Respiratory Volume per Time 

After successful peak detection, quantitative physiological measures can be recovered as inputs for 

different noise models (Fig. 6, top). 

For cardiac models, the phase of the cardiac cycle at each point in the time series is essential, which can 

be extracted from the onset times of all heartbeats, 𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑛, … , 𝑡𝑁. Concretely, the cardiac phase at time 

𝑡 is expressed as the time passed since the last heartbeat relative to the duration of the current cycle, i.e.  

 𝜑𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑡) = 2𝜋
𝑡 − 𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑛+1 − 𝑡𝑛
 (1) 

with 𝑡𝑛  being the time of the last heartbeat, and 𝑡𝑛+1  the time of the next one (see Fig. 6A, top, 

supplementary material Fig. S2A, and function tapas_physio_get_cardiac_phase). Also, the 

heartbeat onsets yield a direct estimate of the current heart rate 𝐻𝑅(𝑡) as the inverse of a sliding window 

average of heartbeat durations (onset differences), where the window length is typically a few TRs, e.g. 6 

seconds (see Fig. 6B, top, Chang et al., 2009, tapas_physio_hr). 

Respiratory models rely on the phase of the breathing cycle or on respiration volume per time, both 

computed from an uninterruped time course of the breathing amplitude (e.g. volume of a pneumatic 

balloon attached to the chest). The respiratory phase, 𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝 , is derived using an equalized-histogram 

transfer function (Glover et al., 2000), accounting for the differing breathing amplitudes in each cycle 

(Fig. S2BC, tapas_physio_get_respiratory_phase): 
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 𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝(𝑡) = ±𝜋
∫ 𝐻(𝑅)d𝑅

𝑅(𝑡)

𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛

∫ 𝐻(𝑅)d𝑅
𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛

 (2) 

Here, 𝑅(𝑡)  is the current amplitude of the respiratory signal and 𝐻  is the histogram capturing the 

frequency of each breathing amplitude over the course of the time series. The use of the histogram-

equalization ensures high phase sensitivity at frequent amplitudes. Furthermore, a full breathing cycle is 

attained only if inhalation and exhalation are both complete. The sign of 𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝  is determined by the 

temporal derivative of 𝑅, i.e. positive for inhalation (𝑑𝑅/𝑑𝑡 > 0), and negative for exhalation (𝑑𝑅/𝑑𝑡 <

0). An estimate of respiratory volume per time (RVT), on the other hand, is retrieved by detecting 

maximum and minimum peaks in the respiratory time course, computing respiratory volume as difference 

of subsequent inhalation and exhalation extrema, and dividing it by the temporal spacing of consecutive 

maxima, i.e. breath duration (see Fig. 6C, top, Birn et al., 2008, tapas_physio_rvt). RVT at arbitrary 

time points is estimated by separate linear interpolation of maxima, minima and breath duration, and 

computing difference and ratio afterwards. 

2.6. Modeling of Physiological Noise  

2.6.1. Noise Models of Peripheral Data: RETROICOR, RVT, HRV 

In the fMRI literature on physiological noise, three models informed by peripheral data are particularly 

prominent (Fig. 6, bottom): RETROICOR phase expansion (Glover et al., 2000; Harvey et al., 2008; Josephs 

et al., 1997), respiratory volume per time, RVT (Birn et al., 2008), and heart rate variability response, HRV 

(Chang et al., 2009). These models, which are described in more detail below, are all available within the 

PhysIO Toolbox (Fig. 2D). Its modular structure also allows for inclusion of custom models (for details, see 

supplementary material 8.4). Using any of these models, the toolbox produces regressors which can enter 

the SPM fMRI model specification directly as confound regressors. As text files, they are also readable 

outside Matlab/SPM. 

In RETROICOR, the periodic effects of pulsatile motion and field fluctuations are modelled as a Fourier 

expansion of both cardiac and respiratory phase (Fig. 6A, bottom), 

 𝑥𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠(𝑡) = ∑
𝐴𝑚 ⋅ cos(𝑚 𝜑𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠(𝑡)) +

𝐵𝑚 ⋅ sin(𝑚 𝜑𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠(𝑡)) ,

𝑁𝑚

𝑚=1

  (3) 

 

where 𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠 =  {𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑐, 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦}, 𝑁𝑚 is the order of the expansion, and 𝐴𝑚, 𝐵𝑚 are the Fourier 

coefficients that have to be estimated for each voxel time series individually. Considering higher 

harmonics (𝑁𝑚 > 1) of the estimated physiological frequencies is a consequence of the low sampling rate 

of fMRI, typically 0.3-0.5 Hz (TR 2-3 seconds). Thus, aliasing occurs such that the under-sampled breathing 

and cardiac signals (about 0.25 Hz and 1 Hz) fold back into the spectrum of the sampled time series at 

different frequencies. To account for interaction effects between respiratory and cardiac cycle, e.g. via 
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the respiratory-sinus arrhythmia, extensions to RETROICOR incorporating multiplicative Fourier terms 

have been proposed (Brooks et al., 2008; Harvey et al., 2008): 

 

𝑥𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝(𝑡) = 

∑ 𝐴𝑚 ⋅ cos(𝑚𝜑𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑡))⋅ cos (𝑚𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝(𝑡))

𝑁𝑚

𝑚=1

 

+𝐵𝑚 ⋅ sin(𝑚𝜑𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑡))⋅ cos (𝑚𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝(𝑡)) 

+𝐶𝑚 ⋅ cos(𝑚𝜑𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑡))⋅ sin (𝑚𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝(𝑡)) 

+𝐷𝑚 ⋅ sin(𝑚𝜑𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑡))⋅ sin (𝑚𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝(𝑡)) 

 

(4) 

 

In the toolbox, the expansion orders for RETROICOR are freely selectable, with the default following the 

winning model of (Harvey et al., 2008), i.e., a 3rd order cardiac model (6 regressors, sine/cosine), 4th order 

respiratory model (8 regressors), and a 1st order interaction model (4 terms). 

The respiratory response, as a proxy to end-tidal CO2 (which impacts on vasodilation), is modelled by 

convolving the respiratory volume per time (RVT) signal introduced in the previous section, with a pre-

defined respiratory response function 𝑅𝑅𝐹(𝑡). In the literature, the 𝑅𝑅𝐹  was calibrated from BOLD 

responses to single deep breaths (Birn et al., 2006) under the assumption of a linear-time invariant system 

(Fig. 6C, bottom). The difference of two gamma variate functions was proposed as parameterization, as is 

common to describe bolus dynamics. The fit to the experimental data yielded (Birn et al., 2006, 

tapas_physio_rrf): 

 𝑅𝑅𝐹(𝑡) = 0.6𝑡2.1𝑒−
𝑡

1.6 − 0.0023𝑡3.54𝑒−
𝑡

4.25 (5) 

The cardiac response, modeling heart-rate dependent changes of blood oxygenation, is computed as a 

convolution as well, combining the heart rate variability time course (HRV) with a cardiac response 

function 𝐶𝑅𝐹(𝑡), as suggested in the literature (Fig. 6C, bottom, Chang et al., 2009). The shape of this 

response function was retrieved from a free-form Gaussian-process deconvolution of experimental BOLD 

data with respect to the estimated current heart rate. Post-hoc, the resulting 𝐶𝑅𝐹  was fitted to a 

combination of a gamma variate and Gaussian function, yielding (Chang et al., 2009, 

tapas_physio_crf): 

 𝐶𝑅𝐹(𝑡) = 0.6𝑡2.7𝑒−
𝑡

1.6 −
1

√18𝜋
𝑒−

(𝑡−12)2

4.5  (6) 

Since the exact onset time of both cardiac and respiratory response may vary between subjects, the 

toolbox allows to create multiple shifted versions of the regressors by specifying different delays (as in 

Bianciardi et al., 2009; Jo et al., 2010). 
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2.6.2. Data-Driven Noise Models 

To facilitate the comparison of peripheral noise models to data-driven methods, we implemented two 

common approaches, i.e. extended motion modeling and censoring (Friston et al., 1996; Power et al., 

2014, 2012), as well as principal component extraction from noise ROIs, based on anatomical priors 

(aCompCor, Behzadi et al., 2007). The modular structure of the toolbox allows simple extension with 

further physiological noise models (physio.model sub-structures). 

The motion modeling (model.movement) relies on pre-estimated realignment parameters (Fig. 2D), 

which can be used on their own, alongside their computed temporal derivatives, or by inclusion of both 

sets squared as well, equivalent to a Volterra expansion of the rigid-body motion (Friston et al., 1996). 

These models are commonly referred to as motion 6/12/24 models, respectively (Siegel et al., 2014). 

Furthermore, thresholds for maximum translation and rotation between consecutive image volumes can 

be specified. For volumes exceeding these thresholds, the toolbox creates additional stick regressors (1 

for the affected volume, 0 for all others), which absorb any variance from a single motion-compromised 

volume (motion censoring, (Vergara et al., 2016)). 

The anatomical component-based noise extraction (model.noise_rois) requires the final 

preprocessed fMRI data (as nifti or analyze files) as well as anatomical masks (or tissue probability maps 

e.g. from SPM Segment) of regions assumed to contain noise, but no BOLD signal, e.g. CSF (Fig. 2D). It 

then extracts the fMRI time series of all included voxels (via SPM) and computes the first principal 

components, which are output as additional noise regressors, together with the mean time series of the 

ROI. 

 

2.6.3. Interfacing of other Noise Modeling and fMRI Analysis Packages 

For inclusion of externally computed nuisance regressors, a sub-module (model.other) allows for 

direct feed-in of ASCII text files, which contain different regressors in columns (separated by white space) 

and their values per scan volume in rows. These can be combined with regressors computed by any of the 

methods mentioned above and saved into one common text or Matlab (.mat) file (see Fig. 7 for regressor 

order).  

Nuisance regressors computed by the above methods have a much higher sampling rate than regressors 

required for standard general linear model analyses (GLM) of fMRI data that require one value per scan. 

By default, in our toolbox all regressors are downsampled to a reference slice (for which the models are 

most accurate), suitable for a single GLM applied to the whole 3D brain volume (as in SPM). Alternatively, 

slice-specific regressors can be computed by specifying multiple entries of 

scan_timing.sqpar.onset_slice; in this case, individual multiple-regressor text files will be 

saved, with the respective slice number (indexed by temporal acquisition order) appended to the file 

name. 
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If unreliable time segments of physiological recordings have been detected earlier (see section 

Assessment of Recording Quality and Recovery), the regressors will be split and the common multiple 

regressors file will contain zeros at these time points. The regressors derived in the unreliable segments 

are saved in a separate file. 

2.7. Noise Correction via GLM and Inclusion of PhysIO in Analysis 

Pipelines 

The PhysIO Toolbox leaves the actual correction for the modelled physiological noise to the user’s fMRI 

analysis package of choice. In principle, one could construct and estimate an initial general linear model 

(GLM) containing the created physiological noise regressors only and output the residuals for subsequent 

analyses in a second GLM. However, we see at least two advantages of a one-step procedure, in which 

calculated noise regressors are combined with experimental conditions (if applicable) into a single GLM 

within one of the established software packages. First, statistical inference based on the GLM (e.g., t-tests, 

F-tests) will have a valid account of the degrees of freedom. Second, in case of correlation between task 

and noise regressors, shared variance is not attributed to noise exclusively, but can be investigated within 

the unified GLM. 

Practically, providing physiological noise regressors via text files ties in well with established fMRI analysis 

workflows, since major software packages, like AFNI, FSL and SPM, all allow the inclusion of custom-made 

nuisance regressors. For example, in SPM, the created text file can be specified as a “multiple regressors” 

item in the fMRI model specification of the Batch Editor. Due to the tight integration of the PhysIO Toolbox 

with SPM, the toolbox execution can be specified as a batch item itself, which allows to set all parameters 

comfortably within the Batch Editor GUI (see Fig. 1). Furthermore, all capabilities of the Batch Editor apply 

to the toolbox as well, including the specification of dependencies, such that the PhysIO Toolbox can be 

inserted in a fully automated preprocessing and analysis pipeline (see example_preproc_physio in 

the supplementary material). 

2.8. Model Assessment 

Finally, following GLM estimation, the toolbox allows to evaluate the performance of physiological noise 

correction by automatic F-contrast and temporal SNR (tSNR) map generation (Fig. 2E, Fig. 7A). This is 

implemented via PhysIO functions interfacing with SPM (tapas_physio_report_contrasts, 

tapas_physio_compute_tsnr_gains). The two map types both serve to assess the efficacy of 

physiological noise correction as well as to review noise preprocessing and data quality. The efficacy of 

physiological noise correction can be evaluated by comparison with reported effect sizes and sites of 

physiological noise from the literature (see Fig. 9 as well as Birn et al., 2006; Brooks et al., 2013; Chang 

and Glover, 2009; Hutton et al., 2011; Jo et al., 2010). If major discrepancies are encountered, the 

preprocessing of the physiological data should be revisited. Figure 7B illustrates this situation for the 7T 
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ECG recording (dataset 2), where prospective peak correction, as stored in the logfile, induces less 

accurate RETROICOR regressors, and thus, less effective noise correction. Both F-maps and tSNR exhibit 

less of the typical spatial distribution of physiological noise. The concrete manifestation of this incomplete 

correction, however, will strongly depend on the degree of quality loss in the peripheral recordings.In a 

worst case scenario, failed recovery of the peripheral recording signal can result in completely ineffective 

noise correction, reflected in empty F-contrast maps. 

F-contrast maps indicate whether sets of regressors (e.g., noise components) explain significant amount 

of variance collectively, i.e., whether their inclusion in the model is statistically warranted, given the loss 

of degrees of freedom. In this sense, F-tests perform a nested model comparison (Poline et al., 2007), and 

are also conceptually very similar to adjusted R2-values reported in physiological noise literature 

(Bianciardi et al., 2013; Jo et al., 2010). The PhysIO Toolbox implements the generation of F-contrasts 

alongside their automatic graphical reporting in a single function, which can be called from the command 

line (tapas_physio_report_contrasts), or via the “Call Function” utility of the SPM Batch Editor. 

Inputs to the function are a mat-file with the PhysIO-structure and the SPM.mat-file storing the GLM 

information, to automatically identify relevant regressor groups for contrast generation (such as: 

RETROICOR cardiac/respiratory/interaction, RVT, HRV, noise ROIs, movement, other – and combinations 

thereof). Looping over all generated contrasts, the function displays thresholded F-maps as SPM results, 

overlaid on a pre-specified anatomical image to allow for easier localization of physiological noise sites. 

All output figures are assembled into a single postscript file, allowing for efficient offline evaluation of the 

noise modeling performance. 

tSNR images are an alternative to F-contrast maps, which are often reported in the physiological noise 

literature as a sensitivity measure (Brooks et al., 2013; Hutton et al., 2011). They represent the ratio 

between the average time series signal in a voxel and its standard deviation, i.e., signal fluctuation. Hence, 

tSNR should increase considerably after physiological noise correction. The ratio of tSNR images after and 

before correction is equivalent to the reduction factor in standard deviation, and thus closely linked to 

another common performance measure, the amount of (relative) variance explained (Bianciardi et al., 

2013). 

The tSNR images are created by a PhysIO toolbox function 

(tapas_physio_compute_tsnr_gains), which can be also be executed within the Batch Editor 

via the “Call Function” utility. The toolbox makes use of an SPM function (spm_write_residuals) to 

compute residual images of the form 

 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑛 = 𝑌𝑛 − (𝑋𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 ⋅ 𝜷𝒏𝒐𝒊𝒔𝒆)𝒏  (7) 

where 𝑛 is the scan volume and 𝑋𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 and 𝜷𝒏𝒐𝒊𝒔𝒆 are the regressor columns and parameter estimates 

referring to the noise model component in question. 
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This residual computation also respects the pre-whitening (𝑊 ) and high-pass filtering (𝐾 ) matrices 

incorporated in SPM’s GLM estimation procedure, and the 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑛 images simply constitute time series de-

noised for the targeted noise components, yielding 

 𝑡𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒−𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 =
mean𝑛=1…𝑁𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑠

(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑛) 

std𝑛=1…𝑁𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑠
(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑛) 

 (8) 

All tSNR images are saved as nifti-files in the same directory as the SPM.mat, alongside tSNR ratio (or gain) 

images, divided by the baseline or raw tSNR-image (i.e. without contrast adjustment, only incorporating 

high-pass filtering and pre-whitening), and can be displayed by any image viewer. For contrasts not 

originating from the PhysIO Toolbox model itself, tSNR images and ratio images can be computed via the 

utility function (tapas_physio_compute_tsnr_spm). 

 

3. RESULTS    

First, we show the flexibility and robustness of the PhysIO Toolbox in preprocessing single-subject data 

from different vendors, populations and recordings devices (see Table 1 and the Methods section for 

details of the different datasets). Then, we demonstrate the automatization of noise modeling and 

performance evaluation enabled by the toolbox for a medium-size group study (N=35). 

3.1. Flexibility & Robustness 

3.1.1. Single-subject Data 

Here, we analyze some use cases of the toolbox that illustrate its compatibility with different scanner 

systems and ranges of data quality. The insets in Fig. 8 are direct output plots of the toolbox that evaluate 

physiological data and preprocessing quality. 

Log-file read-in works for physiological data from three major MR scanner vendors (Siemens, Philips, GE), 

including ECG and PPU recordings, as well as breathing belt measurements, where applicable (Fig. 8A). 

Furthermore, pre-determined heartbeat events were read in, as detected by the prospective triggering 

algorithms of the recording systems. However, the necessity of preprocessing and re-determination of 

the cardiac cycle was evident for data from all vendors. Even for good recording quality, such as the ECG 

example acquired on a 3 T Siemens system (Fig 8A left), prospective heartbeat detection failed 

occasionally (about 5 % misses), and performed prohibitively poorly at ultra-high field (Philips, 7 T, Fig. 8A 

middle) with 19 % of R-peaks missed in an 8 min session, due to the magnetohydrodynamic effect. 

Similarly, PPU recordings were compromised in the children population investigated at 3T, due to 

increased subject movement (GE 3T (Bollmann, 2014), Fig. 8A right).  
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From this visual inspection, as well as following the decision scheme of the toolbox based on its diagnostic 

plots (Fig. 3A), the automatic peak detection algorithm was applied (Fig. 4). For all three datasets, 

including the extremely noisy PPU readouts, this algorithm successfully recovered plausible heartbeat 

onsets, which appear to be complete due to the absence of outliers in the beat duration time course. 

Consequently, manual peak selection (see Fig. 3) did not have to be invoked in any case. All physiological 

measures were then synchronized to the timing of the fMRI scans via DICOM header time stamps 

(Siemens), gradient logging (Philips) or derived from nominal scan parameters (GE) (Fig. 8B, cyan bars 

indicating slice acquisition onsets). 

Finally, the RETROICOR noise model was computed for all three datasets, and model assessment was 

evoked by an automatic F- contrast report for the group of cardiac regressors (Fig. 8C). Given the diversity 

of the underlying fMRI datasets and peripheral recordings, we found good congruence of cardiac noise 

sites and correction efficacy in the three examples, suggesting consistent model-based physiological noise 

correction. 

3.2. Assessment of Recording Quality and Automatization 

In this section, we extend the analysis of the Philips 3T example (ECG + breathing belt (Diaconescu et al., 

2015)), which already provided the single-subject example plots for noise modeling (Fig. 6). Here, we apply 

the toolbox to all 35 subjects included in this study (with 1250 scans per subject) to model physiological 

noise using RETROICOR for a 3rd order cardiac, 4th order respiratory, and 1st order interaction Fourier 

expansion of cardiac and respiratory phase (Glover et al., 2000; Harvey et al., 2008). For the corresponding 

three regressor groups, we present group results of physiological noise correction, namely the tSNR gain 

maps, averaged over subjects, as well as F-contrast maps (FWE p<0.05 whole-brain peak-level corrected), 

summarized by the count of subjects with significant noise correction per voxel in their respective 1st level 

analyses. 

Both the size of noise reduction and its location observed for cardiac and respiratory noise are in line with 

spatial patterns and tSNR improvements reported in the literature (Harvey et al., 2008; Hutton et al., 

2011). The strongest fluctuations correlated to the cardiac cycle (up to 70% tSNR gain, Fig. 9A, top) 

manifested in the vicinity of major vessels (basilar artery, anterior communicating arteries, internal 

carotid arteries, sagittal sinus) and in pulsatile CSF regions (especially surrounding the brainstem), but also 

in some cortical areas involved in interoceptive processes (posterior insula, subgenual ACC; see 

Discussion). The breathing cycle, on the other hand, induced smaller fluctuations (up to 5% tSNR gain), 

particularly close to tissue and brain boundaries as well as more inferior brainstem areas, e.g. the pons 

(Fig. 9A, middle). Interactions between cardiac and respiratory cycle generated additional small noise foci 

(< 3% tSNR gain) in the aqueduct, temporal horn of the lateral ventricle, and the inferior part of the pons, 

close to the basilar artery (Fig. 9A, bottom). 

The map in Fig. 9B shows voxel-wise count of subjects with significant noise correction in their respective 

1st level analyses. This confirms that for regions exhibiting prominent physiological noise, as described 
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above, the model-based correction indeed worked for every subject individually. This illustrates the 

successful automatization of the physiological noise correction and reproducibility across the group. 

Moreover, it is important to note that noise correction was not only beneficial in these prominent regions, 

but that nearly every voxel throughout the brain suffered from significant cardiac or respiratory noise in 

at least one subject (Fig. 9B top and middle). This hints at the importance of model-based physiological 

noise correction in single-subject analyses, e.g. to enable clinical predictions in individual patients. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we have described the principles, functionality and general workflow of the PhysIO Toolbox 

for model-based physiological noise correction. We showcased its various applications to task-based fMRI, 

pointing out its flexibility with regard to both vendor file formats and recording devices, as well as 

robustness to recording quality. Furthermore, we demonstrated the utility of the toolbox for a fully 

automated physiological noise correction in the context of group fMRI analysis (N=35), and illustrated the 

correction efficacy via the built-in model assessment tools. 

The PhysIO Toolbox has so far been downloaded more than 1’200 times, as part of the open source TAPAS 

software collection (www.translationalneuromodeling.org/tapas). Beyond the data presented here, the 

PhysIO Toolbox has already been successfully applied to data from several hundred subjects in a number 

of both task-based and “resting state” fMRI studies (Grueschow et al., 2015; Hauser et al., 2015a, 2015b; 

Smith-Collins et al., 2015), covering sensory learning paradigms (Iglesias et al., 2013), social learning 

(Diaconescu et al., 2016), real-time feedback fMRI (Sulzer et al., 2013), high-field fMRI (Kasper et al., 

2009), and combinations with other imaging and noise reduction methods, such as EEG or magnetic field 

monitoring (Hauser et al., 2014; Kasper et al., 2014). 

Given the pronounced impact of physiological noise on fMRI signal quality, we envisage that the flexibility 

and automatization features of the toolbox will be relevant for several areas of application. For example, 

its flexibility with regard to hardware and data formats renders it attractive for multi-center studies, 

enabling them to use a single analysis platform despite differences in scanner manufacturers and 

peripheral devices. The robustness of preprocessing peripheral recordings with the toolbox, in particular 

cardiac peak detection, will benefit studies involving challenging patient populations, as seen already for 

ADHD, (Bollmann, 2014), or readouts of intrinsically poor data quality, such as ECG at ultra-high field 

(Hutton et al., 2011; Kasper et al., 2009). Additionally, the integrated tools for quality assessment facilitate 

monitoring of physiological noise correction in large-cohort studies, without the need for prospective 

quality assessment and pre-selection of peripheral recordings. The platform-independent 

implementation and modularization of the toolbox allows for fast development and evaluation of new 
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noise correction methods via simple interfaces (see supplementary material 8.4. for developer notes). 

Since the toolbox provides high-quality preprocessed physiological measures, more intricate noise models 

relying on such readouts will particularly benefit (Särkkä et al., 2012). Finally, interfacing on the recording 

side can be extended easily, as has recently been demonstrated by using NMR field probes for recording 

cardiac and respiratory cycle simultaneously, to generate RETROICOR regressors with the PhysIO Toolbox 

(Gross et al., 2015). Currently, the support for file formats from peripheral device vendors is extended, 

with a native reader for BIOPAC Systems data being already integrated, and support for Brain Products as 

well Cambridge Electronic Design “Spike” recordings under development. 

A question not addressed by this article in detail is the practical utility of physiological noise correction, in 

terms of sensitivity increases for fMRI analysis. Here, we only reported task-independent tSNR gains, and 

observed significant noise reductions in the fMRI data through the models implemented by the toolbox. 

Task-related sensitivity benefits of physiological noise correction have been reported for simple visuo-

motor fMRI paradigms (Hutton et al., 2011), and our effect sizes and affected anatomical sites are 

compatible with these previous findings. We also expect a comparable impact for other cognitive 

paradigms, foremost in regions which are known to suffer particularly from physiological noise, such as 

the brainstem (Beissner et al., 2014; Brooks et al., 2013; Vionnet et al., 2015). While a systematic 

investigation of group level effects of physiological noise correction across cognitive paradigms is still 

missing, the functionality of the PhysIO toolbox will facilitate such evaluations in the future, and 

preliminary analyses look promising (Bollmann et al., 2014; Kasper, 2014). 

At the single-subject level, the benefits of physiological noise correction for mass-univariate analyses of 

task-based fMRI data will be three-fold: First, the reduction in residual noise directly enhances the 

sensitivity for detecting relevant task effects, since both F- and t-values scale inversely with unexplained 

variance, or its square root, respectively. Second, physiological noise modeling can reduce the risk of false 

positives and negatives for the contrasts of interest, in case task regressors are partially correlated with 

physiology. Third, physiological noise modeling removes long-lasting autocorrelation in fMRI voxel time 

series due to the approximate periodicity of cardiac and respiratory fluctuations, which would otherwise 

violate AR(1)-assumptions in GLM applications to fMRI data analysis (Kiebel and Holmes, 2007). All these 

improvements of first-level analyses propagate to the second level (group level), provided that a full mixed 

effects analysis is performed (Friston et al., 2005; Penny and Holmes, 2007). However, typically, the 

summary statistics approach is employed in second-level analysis (Holmes and Friston, 1998), where 

single-subject contrast estimates enter second level analyses. Here, the influence of unexplained variance 

at the first level on second-level parameter estimates is more complex (Penny and Holmes, 2007) and can 

sometimes yield surprising results (Mumford and Nichols, 2009). A systematic investigation of this issue 

for physiological noise correction is, to our knowledge, still outstanding. 

While physiological noise clearly represents a confound for most questions and should be corrected for 

in most fMRI analyses, it should not be applied blindly. Particular care should be taken, for example, in 

tasks which correlate with changes in cardiac and respiratory processes due to pain or arousal, where 
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physiological noise removal might reduce sensitivity (Jones et al., 2015; Perlaki et al., 2015; Tousignant-

Laflamme et al., 2005). In general, physiological noise correction is thus a conservative analysis approach, 

which prevents false positives at the expense of an increased risk of false negatives in some circumstances. 

This is a particular issue for studies of interoception (perception of bodily states). In interoceptive tasks, 

cardiac and respiratory processes become signal sources of interest, and this should be carefully 

considered in studies focusing, for example, on the insula, a key area of viscerosensory representation 

(Critchley and Harrison, 2013). 

Beyond mass-univariate GLM analyses, physiological noise correction using the PhysIO toolbox can 

support analyses of both functional connectivity (with regard to either task-based or "resting state" fMRI) 

and effective connectivity estimated, for example, by dynamic causal modeling (Friston et al 2003). For 

functional connectivity analyses, particularly in the “resting state”, it is essential to remove physiological 

noise, as it correlates across brain regions, and can thus be misinterpreted as the neuronally-induced 

BOLD coupling targeted in resting-state fMRI (Birn, 2012; Cole et al., 2010). For effective connectivity 

analyses, on the other hand, the modelled time series extracted from brain regions of interest can be 

adjusted for the PhysIO contrasts. Thereby, unexplained variance of the time series due to physiological 

fluctuations is reduced and the estimates of relevant connectivity parameters become more robust.  

The PhysIO Toolbox models physiological noise based on peripheral cardiac and respiratory recordings. A 

complimentary approach to modeling physiological noise is to employ refined fMRI data acquisition of 

considerably higher spatial or temporal resolution. Higher spatial resolution can reduce partial volume 

effects, i.e., noise bleeding into gray matter from nearby vessels or ventricles, as recently hypothesized 

and validated for the brainstem (Beissner et al., 2014; Vionnet et al., 2015). High temporal resolution 

allows, in principle, direct band-pass filtering of physiological signals, provided a sufficiently high sampling 

rate of cardiac signals (i.e. TR < 0.5 s) is accomplished (Zahneisen et al., 2014). A combined approach 

achieving both sufficiently high spatial and temporal resolution, however, is not yet available for whole-

brain functional MRI, emphasizing the need for noise modeling. 

If no peripheral recordings are available, data-driven approaches for noise correction, such as ICA or 

removal of noise ROI time courses (Behzadi et al., 2007; Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2014), remain the only 

alternative. They rely on prior spatio-temporal knowledge, e.g., about the location of physiological noise 

sites, and require subjective decisions for classification of data into signal and noise components. This is 

particularly important considering individual differences in physiological noise expression, presumably in 

patient populations, but also observed in this work (cf. Fig. 9B). These issues may render data-driven 

approaches more difficult to validate and less suitable for analysis pipelines of large datasets. One 

argument in favor of data-driven approaches is that they do not require sufficiently good quality of 

peripheral recordings. This is a key aspect which the PhysIO Toolbox addresses by means of algorithms 

for robust preprocessing and quality assessment.  

In summary, we have presented the PhysIO Toolbox for automatic preprocessing of peripheral 

physiological data and model-based physiological noise correction and assessment. The core features of 
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the toolbox are its flexibility, robustness and integrated performance assessment, which allow for 

automatic operation and direct insertion into fMRI preprocessing pipelines, in particular as an SPM 

Toolbox via the Batch Editor. We have shown the compatibility of the toolbox with major scanner vendor 

log-file types and custom formats, allowing for flexible use in multi-center studies using different scanners 

and peripheral recording hardware, and have demonstrated the utility of the toolbox across a range of 

recording qualities (e.g. high field, moving patients). Encouraged by its successful application in several 

studies including hundreds of volunteers, we hope that this open source toolbox will find useful 

application in future neuroimaging studies of health and disease, particularly in areas strongly affected by 

physiological noise such as the brainstem (Brooks et al., 2013). 

 

5. SOFTWARE NOTE 

The Matlab code of the PhysIO Toolbox can be downloaded as part of the TAPAS software 

(http://www.translationalneuromodeling.org/tapas/), along with further documentation and example 

datasets (http://www.translationalneuromodeling.org/software/tapas-data/). TAPAS will soon become 

available on GitHub (https://github.com). 

Furthermore, all example log-files and scripts to generate the figures presented here are available as 

supplementary material to this paper, and can be found on our webpage as well 

(www.translationalneuromodeling.org/team/lars-kasper). 

The primary source of documentation for the PhysIO Toolbox is the constructor function of its core 

physio-structure, tapas_physio_new, which lists and documents all PhysIO modules and their 

individual parameters. A reformatted listing of this constructor is provided in the supplementary material 

of this article, as well as specific guidelines how to extend the toolbox with custom noise models. 
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7.1. Modules of PhysIO Structure and List of All Parameters 

We provide a reformatted listing of the constructor function of the toolbox’ core physio-structure, 

tapas_physio_new, which lists and documents all its modules and their individual parameters. 

 Modules (Overview) 

 save_dir (Module) 

 log_files (Module) 

 scan_timing (Module) 

 preproc (Module) 

 Model (Module) 

 RETROICOR (Model): Glover et al. 2000 

 RVT (Model): Respiratory Volume per time model , Birn et al, 2006/8 

 HRV (Model): Heart Rate variability, Chang et al, 2009 

 noise_rois (Model): Anatomical Component Correction, Behzadi et al, 2007 

 movement (Model): Regressor model 6/12/24, Friston et al. 1996 

 other (Model): Additional, pre-computed nuisance regressors 

 verbose (Module) 

 ons_secs (Module, output only) 

 

function 

 physio = tapas_physio_new(default_scheme, physio_in)  

% Creates complete PhysIO structure fed into tapas_physio_main_create_regressors 

 % 

 %    physio = tapas_physio_new(default_scheme, physio_in) 

 % 

 % IN 

 %   default_scheme  - if set, default values for structure entries are set 

 %                       according to the application 

 %                       different templates are predefined, e.g. 

 %                       'empty'   - all strings are set to '', all 

 %                                     numbers to [] (default) 

 %                       'Philips':  good initial values for scans acquired 

 %                                   on a Philips 3T system 

 %                               model: RETROICOR; 

 %                               vendor: Philips; 

 %                               heartbeat detection: ECG, load_from_logfile 

 %                                                    Philips detected peaks 

 %                                                    no posthoc-detection 

 %                               scan_timing:         gradient_log 

 %                                                    uses gradient data 

 %                                                    from SCANPHYSLOG-file 

 % 

 %                       'RETROICOR' order of RETROICOR expansion taken from 

 %                       Harvey2008, JRMI28(6), p1337ff. 

 %                       'scan_timing_from_start' 

 %                       'manual_peak_select' 

 %   physio_in       - used as input, only fields related to default_scheme 

 %                     are overwritten, the others are kept as in physio_in 

 % 

 % OUT 

 %   physio          - the complete physio structure, which can be unsed in 

 %                     tapas_physio_main_create_regressors 

 % 

 % NOTE 

 %   All parameters used in the physIO toolbox are defined AND DOCUMENTED in 

 %   this file. Just scroll down and read through the comments! 

 % 

 % EXAMPLE 

 %   physio = tapas_physio_new('default') 

 %       OR = tapas_physio_new(): 
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 % 

 %   physio = tapas_physio_new('empty') 

 %   physio = tapas_physio_new('RETROICOR'); 

 %   physio = tapas_physio_new('manual_peak_select', physio); 

 % 

 %   See also tapas_physio_main_create_regressors 

 % 

 % Author: Lars Kasper 

 % Created: 2013-04-23 

 % Copyright (C) 2013 TNU, Institute for Biomedical Engineering, University of Zurich and ETH Zurich. 

 % 

 % This file is part of the TAPAS PhysIO Toolbox, which is released under the terms of the GNU General Public 

 % Licence (GPL), version 3. You can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GPL 

 % (either version 3 or, at your option, any later version). For further details, see the file 

 % COPYING or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>. 

 % 

 % $Id: tapas_physio_new.m 787 2015-07-31 18:35:24Z kasperla $ 

  % if not specified differently, create everything empty 

 if ~nargin      

   default_scheme = 'empty';  

 end 

   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

7.1.1. Modules (Overview) 
Overview over all sub-modules of the PhysIO Toolbox 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

if nargin >= 2      

save_dir    = physio_in.save_dir;      

log_files   = physio_in.log_files;      

preproc     = physio_in.preproc;      

scan_timing = physio_in.scan_timing;      

sync        = scan_timing.sync;      

sqpar       = scan_timing.sqpar;      

model       = physio_in.model;      

verbose     = physio_in.verbose;      

ons_secs    = physio_in.ons_secs;  

else 

  

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

7.1.2. save_dir (Module) 
Directory where output model, regressors and figure-files are saved to; leave empty to use current directory 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     save_dir = '';   

    % Overarching directory, relative to which output files are saved 

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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7.1.3. log_files (Module) 
General physiological log-file information, e.g. file names, sampling rates 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     log_files              = [];      % vendor                Name depending on your MR Scanner system 

     %                       'Philips' (default) 

     %                       'GE', 

     %                       'Siemens' 

     %                       'Siemens_Tics' - new Siemens physiological 

     %                       logging with time stamps in tics 

     %                       (= steps of 2.5 ms since midnight) and 

     %                       extra acquisition (scan_timing) logfile with 

     %                       time stamps of all volumes and slices 

     % 

     %                       or 

     %                       'Custom' 

     % 

     %  'Custom' expects the logfiles (separate files for cardiac and respiratory) 

     %  to be plain text, with one cardiac (or 

     %  respiratory) sample per row; 

     %  If heartbeat (R-wave peak) events are 

     %  recorded as well, they have to be put 

     %  as a 2nd column in the cardiac logfile 

     %  by specifying a 1; 0 in all other rows 

     %  e.g.: 

     %      0.2  0 

     %      0.4  1 <- cardiac pulse event 

     %      0.2  0 

     %      -0.3 0 

     % 

     % 

     % NOTE: the sampling interval has to be specified for these files as 

     % well (s.b.) 

      log_files.vendor       = 'Philips';   

     % Logfile with cardiac data, e.g. 

     %   'SCANPHYSLOG<date>.log' (Philips) 

     %   '<id>_PAV.ecg'          (Siemens Trio etc. (VB)) 

     %   '<date>_ECG1-4.log'     (Siemens Prisma etc (VD)) 

     %   'ECGData_epiRT_<date>'  (GE) 

     log_files.cardiac      = ''; 

     % Logfile with respiratory data, e.g. 'SCANPHYSLOG.log'; 

     % (same as .cardiac for Philips) 

     log_files.respiration  = '';    

     % additional file for relative timing information between logfiles and 

     % MRI scans. 

     % Currently implemented for 2 cases 

     % Siemens:      Enter the first or last Dicom volume of your session here, 

     %               The time stamp in the dicom header is on the same time 

     %               axis as the time stamp in the physiological log file 

     % Siemens_Tics: log-file which holds table conversion for tics axis to 

     %               time conversion 

     log_files.scan_timing  = '';      % Sampling interval in seconds (i.e. time between two rows in logfile 

     % if empty, default value will be set: 2e-3 for Philips, variable for GE, e.g. 40e-3 

     %         1 entry: sampling interval (seconds) 

     %         for both cardiac + respiratory log file 

     %         2 entries: 1st entry sampling interval (seconds) 

     %         for cardiac logfile, 2nd entry for respiratory 

     %         logfile 

     log_files.sampling_interval = [];      % Time (in seconds) when the 1st scan (or, if existing, dummy) 

started, 

     % relative to the start of the logfile recording; 
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     % e.g.  0 if simultaneous start 

     %       10, if 1st scan starts 10 

     %       seconds AFTER physiological 

     %       recording 

     %       -20, if first scan started 20 

     %       seconds BEFORE phys recording 

     % NOTE: For Philips SCANPHYSLOG, this parameter is ignored, if 

     %       scan_timing.sync is set 

     log_files.relative_start_acquisition = 0;      % Determines which scan shall be aligned to which part of 

the logfile 

     % Typically, aligning the last scan to the end of the logfile is 

     % beneficial, since start of logfile and scans might be shifted due 

     % to pre-scans 

     % 

     % NOTE: In all cases, log_files.relative_start_acquisition is 

     %       added to timing after the initial alignmnent to first/last scan 

     % 

     % 'first'   start of logfile will be aligned to first scan volume 

     % 'last'    end of logfile will be aligned to last scan volume 

     log_files.align_scan       = 'last';       

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

7.1.4. scan_timing (Module) 
Parameters for sequence timing & synchronization scan_tming.sqpar = slice and volume acquisition starts, TR, number 

of scans etc. scan_timing.sync = synchronize phys logfile to scan acquisition 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

      scan_timing = struct('sqpar', [], 'sync', []);        

      scan_timing.sqpar.Nslices           = [];   % number of slices per volume in fMRI scan 

     scan_timing.sqpar.NslicesPerBeat    = [];   % usually equals Nslices, unless you trigger with the heartbeat 

     scan_timing.sqpar.TR                = [];   % volume repetition time in seconds 

     scan_timing.sqpar.Ndummies          = [];   % number of dummy volumes 

      % number of full volumes saved (volumes in nifti file, 

     % usually rows in your design matrix) 

     scan_timing.sqpar.Nscans            = [];      % Count of preparation pulses 

     % BEFORE 1st dummy scan. 

     % Only important, if log_files.scan_align = 'first', since then 

     % preparation pulses and dummiy triggers are counted and discarded 

     % as first scan onset 

     scan_timing.sqpar.Nprep             = [];      % time between the acquisition of 2 subsequent 

     % slices; typically TR/Nslices or minTR/Nslices, 

     % if minimal temporal slice spacing was chosen 

     % NOTE: only necessary, if preproc.grad_direction 

     % is empty and nominal scan timing is used 

     scan_timing.sqpar.time_slice_to_slice  = [];      % slice whose scan onset determines the adjustment of the 

     % regressor timing to a particular slice for the whole volume 

     % volumes from beginning of run, i.e. logfile, 

     % includes counting of preparation gradients 

     scan_timing.sqpar.onset_slice       = [];        % Method to determine slice acquisition onset times 

     % 'nominal'             derive slice acquisition timing from sqpar 

     %                       directly 

     % 'gradient'            derive from logged gradient time courses 

     %   or 'gradient_log'   in SCANPHYSLOG-files (Philips only) 

     % 'gradient_auto'       derive from logged gradient time courses 

     %   or 'gradient_log_auto'   in SCANPHYSLOG-files automatically, i.e. 

     %                       without defining thresholds (Philips only) 

     % s.a. log_files.scan_timing 

     %                       individual scan timing logfile with time stamps 

     %                       ("tics") for each slice and volume 
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     %                       (e.g. Siemens_Cologne) 

      scan_timing.sync.method = 'gradient_log' 

;     scan_timing.sync.grad_direction = '' 

; % 'x', 'y', or 'z'; 

      % if set, sequence timing is calculated 

     % from logged gradient timecourse along 

     % this coordinate axis; 

      scan_timing.sync.zero     = [];   % gradient values below this value are set to zero; 

      % should be those which are unrelated to slice acquisition start 

      % minimum gradient amplitude to be exceeded when a slice scan starts 

     scan_timing.sync.slice    = [];      % minimum gradient amplitude to be exceeded when a new volume starts; 

     % leave [], if volume events shall be determined as 

     % every Nslices-th scan event or via vol_spacing 

     scan_timing.sync.vol      = [];       % duration (in seconds) from last slice acq to 

     % first slice of next volume; 

     % leave [], if .vol-threshold shall be used 

     scan_timing.sync.vol_spacing          = [];         

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

7.1.5. preproc (Module) 
Preprocessing strategy and parameters for physiological data, starting from raw peripheral measures (preproc.cardiac, 

preproc.respiration) 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     preproc = [];      preproc.cardiac = [];     preproc.cardiac.modality = 'ecg_wifi' 

; % 'ECG','ECG_raw', or 'OXY'/'PPU' (for pulse oximetry), 'OXY_OLD', [deprecated] 

      % The initial cardiac pulse selection structure: Determines how the 

     % majority of cardiac pulses is detected 

     % 'auto'    - auto generation of representative QRS-wave; detection via 

     %             maximising auto-correlation with it 

     % 'load_from_logfile' - from phys logfile, detected R-peaks of scanner 

     % 'manual'  - via manually selected QRS-wave for autocoreelations 

     % 'load'    - from previous manual/auto run 

     preproc.cardiac.initial_cpulse_select.method = 'load_from_logfile' 

;      % file containing reference ECG-peak (variable kRpeak) 

     % used for method 'manual' or 'load' [default: not set] 

     % if method == 'manual', this file is saved after picking the QRS-wave 

     % such that results are reproducible 

     preproc.cardiac.initial_cpulse_select.file = '' 

;      % threshold for correlation with QRS-wave to find cardiac pulses 

     preproc.cardiac.initial_cpulse_select.min = [];      % variable saving an example cardiac QRS-wave to 

correlate with 

     % ECG time series 

     preproc.cardiac.initial_cpulse_select.kRpeak = [];      % The posthoc cardiac pulse selection structure: If 

only few (<20) 

     % cardiac pulses are missing in a session due to bad signal quality, a 

     % manual selection after visual inspection is possible using the 

     % following parameters. The results are saved for reproducibility 

     % 

     % 'off'     - no manual selection of peaks 

     % 'manual'  - pick and save additional peaks manually 

     % 'load'    - load previously selected cardiac pulses 

     preproc.cardiac.posthoc_cpulse_select.method = 'off' 

;      % filename where cardiac pulses are saved after manual picking 

     preproc.cardiac.posthoc_cpulse_select.file = '' 

;      % Suspicious positions of missing or too many cardiac pulses are 

     % pre-selected by detecting outliers in histogram of 

     % heart-beat-2-beat-intervals 

     preproc.cardiac.posthoc_cpulse_select.percentile = 80; % percentile of beat-2-beat interval histogram that 
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constitutes the "average heartbeat duration" in the session 

     preproc.cardiac.posthoc_cpulse_select.upper_thresh = 60; % minimum exceedance (in %) from average heartbeat 

duration to be classified as missing heartbeat 

     preproc.cardiac.posthoc_cpulse_select.lower_thresh = 60; % minimum reduction (in %) from average heartbeat 

duration to be classified an abundant heartbeat 

       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

7.1.6. Model (Module) 
Physiological noise models derived from preprocessed physiological data available models (that can be combined) are: 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     % 'none'        no physiological model is computed; only the read-out 

     %               logfile data is read out and saved in physio.ons_secs 

     % 'RETROICOR'   as in Glover el al, MRM 44, 2000l 

     %               order of expansion:  See Harvey et al, JMRI 28, 2008 

     % 'HRV'         heart rate variability, as in Chang et al, 2009 

     % 'RVT'         respiratory volume time, as in Birn et al., 2006/8 

     % 'movement'    realignment parameters, derivatives, 

     %               + squared (parameters+derivatives), 

     %               (Volterra expansion, see: Friston KJ, Williams S, Howard R, Frackowiak 

     %               RS, Turner R. Movement-related effects in fMRI 

     %               time-series. Magn Reson Med. 1996;35:346?355.) 

     % 'noise_rois'  Principal Components of time series of all voxels in given 

     %               regions of localized noise, e.g. CSF, vessels, white 

     %               matter 

     %               e.g. CompCor: Behzadi, Y., Restom, K., Liau, J., Liu, 

     %               T.T., 2007. A component based noise correction method (CompCor) for BOLD and perfusion based 

fMRI. NeuroImage 37, 90?101. doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2007.04.042 

        model = [];       model.orthogonalise = 'none' 

;         % string indicating which regressors shall be orthogonalised; 

     % mainly needed, if acquisition was triggered to heartbeat (set to 'cardiac') OR 

     % if session mean shall be evaluated (e.g. SFNR-studies, set to 'all') 

     % 'n' or 'none'     - no orthogonalisation is performed 

     % Possible Values (default: 'none' 

     %   'c' or 'cardiac'  - only cardiac regressors are orthogonalised 

     %   'r' or 'resp'     - only respiration regressors are orthogonalised 

     %   'mult'            - only multiplicative regressors are orthogonalised 

     %   'all'             - all physiological regressors are orthogonalised to each other 

     %   'RETROICOR' 

     %   'HRV' 

     %   'RVT' 

     %   'movement 

     %   noise_rois 

      % output file for usage in SPM multiple_regressors GLM-specification 

     % either txt-file or mat-file with variable R 

     model.output_multiple_regressors = '' 

;      % mat-file where whole physio-structure is saved after finishing main.m 

     model.output_physio = '' 

;      % [nScans, nRegressors, nSlices] 

     %   output design matrix of confound regressors, 

     %   saved in 'multiple_regressors.txt' 

     %   or, if multiple slices are specified as onset_slice, in multiple 

     %       multiple_regressors_001.txt files, one per specified slice 

     model.R = [];  
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7.1.7. RETROICOR (Model): Glover et al. 2000 
Retrospective image correction method, based on Fourier expansion of cardiac and respiratory phase, plus 

multiplicative interaction terms (Harvey et al, 2008) 

    model.retroicor.include = 1; % 1 = included; 0 = not used 

     % natural number, order of cardiac phase Fourier expansion 

     model.retroicor.order.c = [];      % natural number, order of respiratory phase Fourier expansion 

     model.retroicor.order.r = [];      % natural number, order of cardiac-respiratory-phase-interaction Fourier 

expansion 

     model.retroicor.order.cr = [];  

7.1.8. RVT (Model): Respiratory Volume per time model , Birn et al, 2006/8 

    model.rvt.include = 0;      % one or multiple delays (in seconds) can be specified to shift 

     % canonical RVT response function from Birn et al, 2006 paper 

     model.rvt.delays = 0; % (TODO) 

  

7.1.9. HRV (Model): Heart Rate variability, Chang et al, 2009 

    model.hrv.include = 0;      % one or multiple delays (in seconds) can be specified to shift 

     % canonical HRV response function from Chang et al, 2009 paper 

     model.hrv.delays = 0;  % (TODO) 

  

7.1.10. noise_rois (Model): Anatomical Component Correction, Behzadi et 

al, 2007 
Principal Components of time series of all voxels in given regions of localized noise, e.g. CSF, vessels, white matter 

e.g. CompCor: Behzadi, Y., Restom, K., Liau, J., Liu, T.T., 2007. A component based noise correction method 

(CompCor) for BOLD and perfusion based fMRI. NeuroImage 37, 90-101. doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2007.04.042 

    model.noise_rois.include = 0;     % cell of preprocessed fmri nifti/analyze files, from which time series 

     % shall be extracted 

     model.noise_rois.fmri_files = {};     % cell of Masks/tissue probability maps characterizing where noise 

resides 

     model.noise_rois.roi_files = {};     % Single threshold or vector [1, nRois] of thresholds to be applied to 

mask files to decide 

     % which voxels to include (e.g. a probability like 0.99, if roi_files 

     % are tissue probability maps) 

     model.noise_rois.thresholds = 0.9;      % Single number or vector [1, nRois] of number of voxels to crop 

per ROI 

     % default: 0 

     model.noise_rois.n_voxel_crop = 0;      % Single number or vector [1, nRois] of numbers 

     % integer >=1:      number of principal components to be extracted 

     %                   from all voxel time series within each ROI 

     % float in [0,1[    choose as many components as needed to explain this 

     %                   relative share of total variance, e.g. 0.99 = 

     %                   add more components, until 99 % of variance explained 

     % NOTE: Additionally, the mean time series of the region is also 

     % extracted 

     model.noise_rois.n_components = 1;  
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7.1.11. movement (Model): Regressor model 6/12/24, Friston et al. 1996 
Also: sudden movement exceedance regressors 

    model.movement.include = 1;     model.movement.file_realignment_parameters = '';      

   % 0 = no realignment parameters included 

     % 6 = rotation/translation parameters 

     % 12 = + derivatives 

     % 24 = + squared parameters and derivatives, corresponding to a 

     %        Volterra expansion V_t, V_t^2, V_(t-1), V_(t-1)^2 

     model.movement.order = 6;       

     % threshold for large sudden translations; 1 stick regressor for each volume 

     % exceeding the threshold will be created 

     model.movement.outlier_translation_mm = 1;       

     % threshold for large sudden rotations; 1 stick regressor for each volume 

     % exceeding the threshold will be created 

     model.movement.outlier_rotation_deg = 1;  

7.1.12. other (Model): Additional, pre-computed nuisance regressors 
To be included in design matrix as txt or mat-file (variable R) 

    model.other.include = 1;     model.other.input_multiple_regressors = '';        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

7.1.13. verbose (Module) 
Verbosity of Toolbox, i.e. how many figures shall be generated to visualize the workflow and save it (to graphics file(s)) 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     verbose = [];      % verbosity levels: 

     %-1 = no text or graphics output (text saved in verbose.process_log) 

     % 0 = no graphical output; 

     % 1 = (default) main plots : Fig 1: gradient scan timing (if selected) ; 

     %                            Fig 2: heartbeat/breathing statistics & outlier; 

     %                            Fig 3: final multiple_regressors matrix 

     % 2 = debugging plots        for setting up new study or if Fig 2 had 

     %                            outliers 

     %                            Fig 1: raw phys logfile data 

     %                            Fig 2: gradient scan timing (if selected) 

     %                            Fig 3: cutout interval of logfile for 

     %                            regressor creation (including scan timing 

     %                            and raw phys data) 

     %                            Fig 4: heartbeat/breathing statistics & outlier; 

     %                            Fig 5: time course of all sampled RETROICOR 

     %                                   regressors 

     %                            Fig 6: final multiple_regressors matrix 

     % 

     % 3 = all plots 

     %                            Fig 1: raw phys logfile data 

     %                            Fig 2: gradient scan timing (if selected) 

     %                            Fig 3: Slice assignment to volumes 

     %                            Fig 4: cutout interval of logfile for 

     %                            regressor creation (including scan timing 

     %                            and raw phys data) 

     %                            Fig 5: heartbeat/breathing statistics & outlier; 

     %                            Fig 6: cardiac phase data of all slices 
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     %                            Fig 7: respiratory phase data and 

     %                                   histogram transfer function 

     %                            Fig 8: time course of all sampled RETROICOR 

     %                                   regressors 

     %                            Fig 9: final multiple_regressors matrix 

     verbose.level = 1;     verbose.process_log = cell(0,1);                                 % stores text outputs 

of PhysIO Toolbox 

                                 % processing, e.g. warnings about missed 

                                 % slice triggers, peak height etc. 

     verbose.fig_handles = zeros(0,1);     % [nFigs,1] vector; collecting of all generated figure handles during 

a run of tapas_physio_main_create_regressors 

      % file name (including extension) where to print all physIO output 

     % figures to. 

     % e.g. 'PhysIO_output.ps' or 'PhysIO_output.jpg' 

     % 

     % The specified extension determines how the figures will be saved 

     %     .ps - all figures are saved to the same, multi-page postscript-file 

     %     .fig, .tiff,  .jpg 

     %         - one file is created for each figure, appended by a figure 

     %         index, e.g. 'PhysIO_output_fig01.jpg' 

     verbose.fig_output_file = '';        

     % If true, plots are performed in tabs of SPM graphics window 

     %  TODO: implement via [handles] = spm_uitab(hparent,labels,callbacks,... 

     %                                           tag,active,height,tab_height) 

     % 

     verbose.use_tabs = false;        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

7.1.14. ons_secs (Module, output only) 
Output structure for all read or computed time-dependent variables, i.e. onsets, specified in seconds NOTE: all 

elements but .raw are cropped to the acquisition window of the session 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     ons_secs                     = [];      % read-in data 

     ons_secs.t                = [];  % time vector corresponding to c and r 

     ons_secs.c                = [];  % raw cardiac waveform (ECG or PPU) 

     ons_secs.r                = [];  % raw respiration amplitude time course 

     ons_secs.c_scaling           = 1;   % stores scaling factor for cardiac data 

                                         % after normalization 

     ons_secs.r_scaling           = 1;   % stores scaling factor for respiratory data 

                                         % after normalization 

      % processed elements cardiac pulse detecion and phase estimations 

     ons_secs.cpulse           = [];  % onset times of cardiac pulse events (e.g. R-peaks) 

     ons_secs.fr                  = [];  % filtered respiration amplitude time series 

     ons_secs.c_sample_phase      = [];  % phase in heart-cycle when each slice of each volume was acquired 

     ons_secs.r_sample_phase      = [];  % phase in respiratory cycle when each slice of each volume was acquired 

     ons_secs.hr                  = [];  % [nScans,1] estimated heart rate at each scan 

     ons_secs.rvt                 = [];  % [nScans,1] estimated respiratory volume per time at each scan 

      % statistical info about physiological data 

     ons_secs.c_outliers_high     = [];  % onset of too long heartbeats 

     ons_secs.c_outliers_low      = [];  % onsets of too short heartbeats 

     ons_secs.r_hist              = [];  % histogram of breathing amplitudes 

      % scan timing parameters 

     ons_secs.svolpulse        = [];  % [Nscans x 1] onset times of volume scan events 

     ons_secs.spulse           = [];  % [Nscans*Nslices x 1] onset times of slice (incl. volume) scan events 

     ons_secs.spulse_per_vol   = [];  % cell(Nscans,1), as spulse, holding slice scan events sorted by volume 

      % uncropped parameters 

     ons_secs.raw              = [];  % raw read-in version of the whole structure, before any cropping 
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end 

  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

7.2. For Developers: Contributing Custom Physiological Noise Models 

The modular structure of the PhysIO Toolbox allows for the inclusion of novel noise modeling approaches, 

while benefitting from the toolbox' integration into SPM for noise correction and assessment, and - for 

models relying on peripheral recordings - PhysIO's robust and flexible read-in and preprocessing 

framework. 

Specifically, three steps have to be taken to introduce a new model into PhysIO: 

1. Creation of a new sub-structure of physio.model (in tapas_physio_new)  

The constructor function assembles the hierarchically structured variable physio, which contains all user-

specified input parameters of the toolbox. New models with new input parameters are specified as sub-

structures of physio.model, e.g. physio.model.my_model with parameters 

my_model.my_parameter1 or my_model.my_parameter2. The minimum requirement of this 

structure is a switch parameter my_model.include to decide whether to include this model in a 

PhysIO-run or not. As a template, the existing model sub-structures are found in tapas_physio_new 

below the comment "Section Model". 

2. Explicit call to compute custom model (in tapas_physio_main_create_regressors) 

The main function of the toolbox defines the order of computations for noise modeling and assembles 

the output parameters. Every model has to provide corresponding columns to the multiple-regressor 

matrix (finally combined into model.R), whose regressors have one entry per scan volume. 

For existing models, these regressor columns are returned by functions with the naming convention 

tapas_physio_create_<modelName>_regressors, such as 

tapas_physio_create_retroicor_regressors. This naming convention should be retained 

The calls to these function can be found in Section 4 of 

tapas_physio_main_create_regressors (below the comment "Create physiological noise 

model regressors"). Subsampling to the right slice onset has to be performed within these create-

functions via tapas_physio_get_sample_points (see e.g. 

tapas_physio_create_hrv_regressors for implementation details). 

3. [Optional] Addition of model parameters into Batch Editor GUI (in 

tapas_physio_cfg_matlabbatch) 

In order to make input parameters of new noise models accessible via the Batch Editor GUI, the 

matlabbatch configuration file of the toolbox has to be adapted. This is most easily done following the 

example of the existing models in the file (below the comment "Sub-structure model"). General concepts 

on Batch Editor programming are detailed in the SPM Manual (Chapter 48, Batch Interface - Developer's 
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guide) and documentation available in subfolders of the SPM software download (e.g. manual in 

matlabbatch/matlabbatch.man or examples in matlabbatch/examples). 

Adapting the PhysIO-GUI via the configuration file is simplified by observing the following rules:  

i. The option of model inclusion itself is defined as a my_model = cfg_choice, 

and all model parameters are values of the my_model_yes = cfg_branch. 

This ensures that the input model parameters are only revealed to the user, if this 

model is indeed used. 

ii. The "tag" property of each model parameter in the cfg-file has to match the 

parameter name of the model in tapas_physio_new, specified in step 1. 

iii. Any substructure of parameter sets (e.g. 

model.retroicor.order.{c,r,cr}) has to be defined before the 

structure itself (model.retroicor) in the file. 

iv. The final transfer of parameters from the Batch Editor to the physio-structure is 

realized in tapas_physio_job2physio. Therefore, add the tag of the new 

model to the modelArray-cell in this file. 

Note finally that when developing, the SPM Batch Editor has to be reinitialized 

(spm_jobman('initcfg') before testing an updated configuration file. 
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Figure 1: Workflow of the PhysIO Toolbox. (A) The different modules of the Toolbox in processing order. 

(B) SPM12 Batch Editor interface of the toolbox; parameters color-coded according to corresponding 

modules. 
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Figure 2: Detailed flowchart of noise correction via the PhysIO Toolbox. Depicted are the respective 

inputs (left) to the individual toolbox modules (center), the correspondent outputs (right), and the 

dependencies between the modules (orange arrows). The toolbox is flexible in terms of peripheral 

recording devices and physiological data vendor formats (A), realizes synchronization of fMRI and 

peripheral data (B), provides robust means for preprocessing of corrupted recordings (C), and a variety 

of established physiological noise models (D), as well as tools for automatic model assessment (E). 
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Figure 3: Preprocessing decision tree (example dataset (2), 7T ECG). The PhysIO Toolbox provides 

various intermediate outputs to check peripheral recording quality and adjust preprocessing options. 

(A) The diagnostic plot of the heartbeat interval time course is used as decision criterion for successful 

cardiac cycle peak detection. Outliers in the heartbeat intervals (green spikes/orange boxes) extracted 

from prospective vendor triggers (‘load_from_logfile’) indicate missed or misdetected trigger 

events, which can be corrected by the matched-template algorithm of PhysIO (‘auto_matched’). In 
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rare cases, the algorithm might miss or erroneously detect heartbeat events, which are again reflected 

as outlier peaks in the diagnostic plot and can be manually corrected (post-hoc correction ‘manual’) 

via a GUI, saving selected peaks for reproducibility. (B) Breathing belt amplitude time courses and 

histograms. (Top) Normal time course and histogram, appropriate for respiratory noise modeling. 

(Middle) Suspicious histogram peak at 0, indicating a (temporarily) detached belt. (Bottom) Suspicious 

histogram peak at maximum amplitude, indicating a ceiling effect of respiratory recording (e.g., a too 

tight belt). For both suspicious histograms, the filtered respiratory time series have to be inspected. 

Corrupted time windows of constant amplitude are then flagged automatically and can be excluded 

from later noise modeling. 
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Figure 4: Physiological Peak Detection Algorithm (example dataset (3), 3T PPU time course of a child). 

From initial peak detection, an average physiological rate (heart/breathing cycle length) is estimated to 

inform a second, refined peak detection (top). Discarding outliers, a template of half the physiological cycle 

surrounding the peaks is created by averaging (middle). Then, an iterative local search is performed to 

both determine the start phase of the first cycle and detecting all subsequent cycles step-by-step. This 

algorithm, incorporates prior information on the current cycle length 𝛥𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 to estimate the most likely 
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onset of the next cycle, and penalizes deviations from this starting point by Gaussian discounting (zoomed 

inset). This prior is combined with measured data by evaluating the correlations to the determined 

physiological cycle template in the neighborhood of the proposed starting point. The maximum a-

posteriori estimate for the cycle onset is selected, and the algorithm continues iteratively to find the next 

cycle onset. Herein, the cycle length 𝛥𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 for the upcoming cycle is updated online considering the last 20 

cycles, accounting e.g. for a variable heart rate or breathing pattern. 
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Figure 5: Simulation-based validation of the template-matching peak detection algorithm. A high-

quality ECG signal (A) is perturbed by two types of noise: intermittent Gaussian noise, lasting for a few 

seconds, mimicking sudden movement confounding recording quality (B,C); and slowly linearly 

increasing noise, simulating slow detachment of electrodes (or belts) over minutes (D,E). In all cases, 

the template-based algorithm recovers the ground truth with higher accuracy than simple peak 

detection (1st pass) or peak detection based on heart rate priors (2nd pass). In particular for cases of 
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higher noise amplitude (C,E), the template-based algorithm outperforms simple peak detection by 

more than 10 percentage points higher accuracy. 
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Figure 6: Physiological Noise Modeling of the PhysIO Toolbox. The preprocessing of peripheral 

recordings yields physiological determinants (cardiac/respiratory phase, heart rate and respiratory 

volume per time) at the sampling rate of the peripheral device. From that, RETROICOR regressors are 

computed via a Fourier expansion (A), whereas cardiac response (B) and respiratory response (C) are 

calculated by convolution with the cardiac response function (Chang et al., 2009) and respiration 

response function (Birn et al., 2008), respectively. 
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Figure 7: (A) Performance evaluation of physiological noise modeling. PhysIO outputs a multiple 

regressors-matrix, combined with movement parameters for e.g. SPM fMRI design specification. After 

model estimation, the toolbox creates F-contrasts and tSNR maps to assess noise correction and report 

output figures automatically via different Matlab functions. (B) Example F-contrast and tSNR maps for 

7T ECG+breathing belt data set. Effective noise correction (Top row): using preprocessed ECG 

recordings with iterative template-matched peak detection; Incomplete noise correction (Bottom row): 

using trigger signal saved in vendor logfile from prospective peak detection. Characteristics of the 

spatial distribution are less pronounced (F-contrast, left) and the overall efficacy of the noise correction 

is reduced (tSNR increase through RETROICR correction, right). 
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[Abbreviations for regressor sets: Card = cardiac, Resp = Respiratory, mult = multiplicative (Card x Resp) 

interaction of RETROICOR; HRV = Heart Rate Variability; RVT = Respiratory Volume per Time; ROIS = 

Noise Region of interest mean and principal components; Other = custom-made other regressors from 

text file; Motion = Motion model from realignment parameters] 
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Figure 8: Flexibility and robustness of preprocessing cardiac data. (A) The toolbox can read vendor log-

file data from Siemens, Philips and GE. Note that prospective trigger detection fails occasionally even 

for 3T ECG data (left) due to causal nature of the filter. At ultra-high field, i.e. 7T, the QRS wave of the 

ECG is severely distorted, increasing the error rate of missed heartbeats to 19% or more (middle). 

Prospective peak detection may also fail completely, e.g. for movement-sensitive PPU recordings in 

children (right). (B) Automatic and reliable detection of heartbeat events was realized by the adaptive 

‘auto_matched’ peak detection algorithm of the PhysIO toolbox (Fig. 4) in all three cases, without 

user interaction. (C) Model assessment for cardiac RETROICOR regressors via automatic creation and 
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report of the corresponding F-contrasts (p<0.05 peak-level FWE corrected). The resemblance of the F-

maps in terms of major noise sites (insula, ACC, ventricles) confirms successful preprocessing of the 

peripheral recordings and consistent noise modeling. 
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Figure 9: Automatization of PhysIO usage in an fMRI group study (N=35, (Diaconescu et al., 2015)). (A) 

Average tSNR gain map over the entire group. Considerable noise reductions (up to 70 %) are realized 

in the whole group through RETROICOR noise modeling. The prominent areas (brainstem, insula, ACC) 

match physiological noise sites reported in the literature (Brooks et al., 2013; Hutton et al., 2011). (B) 

Subject count of significant physiological noise correction for each voxel in individual 1st level analyses 

(peak level FWE-corrected p<0.05). Robustness of the toolbox is confirmed via the high subject count 

in noise-sensitive areas (cf. (A)). Beyond group results, noise correction for individual subjects can 

improve sensitivity in all regions of the brain. 
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Table 1: Scan parameters and fMRI preprocessing pipelines of all four example datasets. 

 

Study     

 1 2 3 4 

Vendor Siemens Philips General Electric Philips 

Field 
Strength 3 T 7 T 3 T 3T 

Peripheral 
Devices 

ECG ECG, Breathing 
Belt 

Pulse 
Plethysmographic 
Unit 

ECG, 
Breathing Belt 

     

Scan Parameters 

Sequence 2D EPI 2D EPI 2D EPI 2D EPI 

Resolution 
(mm3) 3 x 3 x 2 1.77 x 1.77 x 3 3.75 x 3.75 x 3  2 x 2 x 3 

Image 
Matrix 64 x 64 124 x 124 64 x 64 96 x 96 

Number of 
Slices 42 36 35 37 

Slice Gap 
(mm) 0 0 0.3 0.6 

Flip Angle 
(deg) 80 70 74 90 

TR (ms) 2410 2000 1925 2500 

TE (ms) 25 25 32 35 

Number of 
Volumes 462 230 434 1250 

     

Pre-Processing Pipeline 

Software 
Package 

SPM 8, Matlab 
2014a, Nipype 

SPM 12, 
Matlab 2015a 

SPM 8, Matlab 
2012b 

SPM 8 (v4385), 
Matlab 2013a 

Step     

1 Slice-Timing 
Correction Realign Mean Realign Mean Realign Mean 

2 

Realign 1st 
Unified 
Segmentation 

Unified 
Segmentation 

Coregistration 
EPI to 
Anatomy 
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3 
EPI Unwarping with 
B0 maps 

Brain 
Extraction Brain Extraction 

Unified 
Segmentation 

4 Coregistration EPI 
to Anatomy 

Coregistration 
EPI to Brain 

Coregistration EPI 
to Brain 

Normalization 
EPI (2 mm) 

5 Unified 
Segmentation 

Normalization 
EPI (2 mm) 

Normalization EPI 
(1.5 mm) 

Smoothing EPI 
(6 mm) 

6 Normalization EPI 
(2 mm) 

Smoothing 
EPI (6 mm) 

Smoothing EPI (8 
mm) 

Temporal 
high-pass filter 
EPI 

7 Smoothing EPI (6 
mm) 

Temporal 
high-pass 
filter EPI 

Temporal high-
pass filter EPI   

8 Temporal high-pass 
filter EPI    

     

List of abbreviations 

Slice-timing Correction Slice Timing Correction for differences in slice acquisition 
times with reference to the middle slice 

Realign 1st Realignment of all EPI volumes to the first 

Realign Mean + Unwarp Realignment of all EPI volumes to the mean (2-pass), 
unwarping of motion x B0 interaction 

Realign Mean Realignment of all EPI volumes to the mean (2-pass) 

Unified Segmentation Unified segmentation and normalization of the structural 
MPRAGE/IR-T1-3DTFE image to MNI space  

Brain Extraction Skull-stripping structural image using tissue probability 
maps from segmentation 

EPI Unwarping with B0 map Correction for field inhomogeneities with a voxel 
displacement map from acquired field maps 

Coregistration EPI to 
Anatomy 

Coregistration of the mean EPI image to the individual 
structural MPRAGE image 

Coregistration EPI to Brain Coregistration of the mean EPI image to the skull-
stripped structural image 

Normalization EPI (voxel size) Applying normalization parameters to the EPI images and 
resampling to new voxel size 

Spatial Smoothing EPI 
(FWHM size) 

Spatial smoothing of the EPI images with a Gaussian 
kernel of specified full-width-half-maximum.  

Temporal High-pass filter EPI Temporal high-pass filtering above 1/128 Hz (Part of SPM 
GLM) 
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Table 2: Quantitative assessment of peak detection performance. Three algorithms are compared 

using measured ECG data with different types and levels of simulated noise: "first pass" = threshold-

based peak detection; "second pass" = threshold-based peak detection, using average heartrate from 

first pass as prior for peak distance; "iterative" = PhysIO algorithm with iterative template-matching 

based and template generation based on the second pass detection. 

(A) Peak detection accuracy, i.e. relative amount of correctly detected peaks, (detection within 10 

samples of the ground truth) 

(B) Root mean squared error (RMSE) in onset times of detected peaks relative to average heart rate 

 

A  COMPARISON OF PEAK DETECTION ACCURACY 

Accuracy in % Ground truth     Motion + 3%     Motion + 6%     Detach + 3%     Detach + 6% 

First pass  100 94.5 82.3 98.3 84.9 

Second pass     100       96.7  87.8  99.4  88.3   

Iterative       100     100   96.7          100   99.4     

   

B  COMPARISON OF PEAK DETECTION TIMING ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERROR IN RELATION TO 

 AVERAGE PEAK DISTANCE 

RMSE in % Ground truth     Motion + 3%     Motion + 6%     Detach + 3%     Detach + 6% 

First pass  0 6.8 11          3.3           9.7 

Second pass     0 8.6           14 3 11.7     

Iterative       1.7             2.4          4.4          2.2 3.9 
 

 

 

 

 

 


